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To our readers: 
Welcome to the twentieth anniversary volume, the first 
volume of the Quarterly whose editors are younger than the 
magazine itself. A fact certainly not significant in the history 
of the University, but of keen interest to the staff. 
Twenty years is a good anniversary, and in honor of the 
occasion the Quarterly has brought about some interesting 
innovations in its format and service. There being no better 
way to display these than to list them, we do so here : 
a) perfect binding of the cover and pages, instead of the 
old stapled one, for greater durability; 
b) internal art work and illustration; 
c) protection of authors and MSS under United States 
copyright; 
d) a book review system whereby the Quarterly pur-
chases current literary works for review, and upon 
publication, donates the book for student enjoyment 
to the library. In this issue, for example, is reviewed 
The Crying of Lot 49 by Thomas Pynchon; 
e) a new continuing series on the great actors of the 
Western world, inaugurated in this issue with Charles 
Laughton. This feature is under the skillful direction 
of Copy Editor Tom O'Connor; 
f) the return to their authors of all properly submitted 
MSS which have been turned down for publication. 
(The newly established rules for submissions are 
printed below.) 
As for the rest of this particular issue, we don't know 
quite how it happened (but we are pleased that it did) that 
there are four separate and originally unrelated articles on 
God and the things of God. In a seriously intended satire, As-
sociate Editor Paul Myslenski pokes some irreverant but hi-
larious fun at the res nova in the Church and out; Contribut-
ing Editor V. Acri Francia does a brilliant job piecing out the 
fantastic system of imagery in Thomas Pynchon's The Cry-
ing of Lot 49, and discovers that this seemingly innocent 
avant-garde novel is a serious thought about the second com-
ing of Christ. Finally Father Gerken, Chairman of the De-
partment of Theology, presents an exciting article on the re-
lationship of liturgical reform and sacramental theology. 
But there is more. Contributing Editor D. R. David Meuse 
has written a literary collage which is an excellent example 
of t he new literary form; and Associate Editor Christopher 
Schraff has delved into the idea that Modern Architecture is 
a fine art. With this issue, too, the Quarterly heralds in some 
new writers and poets on campus, including Ray Holan, J. 
David Hvizdos, R. Keith Lawler, and an old favorite is back, 
last year's prize-winning poet Mark Yungbluth. 
The Georges Mercer and Vourlojianis, as well as Gerald 
Fay, have combined talents and effort to produce the various 
illustrations throughout the magazine. 
And just about everybody sweated out the approaching 
and then overdue deadline. But here is the Quarterly, feeling 
pretty good after twenty years and ready to make this an-
niversary year the greatest, literarily speaking, of course. 
We hope that you will enjoy it, and should the Muse so strike 
you, that you will write a story or an essay or a poem or 
what have you and submit it to the magazine. 
The Editors and Staff 
The Carroll Quarterly 
Submission of Manuscripts 
a) All manuscripts m u s t be legible, preferrably 
typed; 
b) The upper one-third of the first page of a manu-
script must be left vacant for the use of the staff; 
c) All manuscripts must be accompanied by an ad-
dress to which they can be returned; 
d) If a manuscript is submitted under pseudonymn, 
it must be accompanied by the author's name, 
which will be kept in the strict confidence of the 
Editor. 
All manuscripts not submitted in the above manner can-
not be considered for publication and will be disposed of. 
The New View 
JOHN D. GERKEN, S.J. 
We all are interested in growing in grace or holiness. 
We know that sacramental activity aids this growth. At pres-
ent we are experiencing quite a few changes in our sacra-
mental activity. This article hopes to show the intimate con-
nection these changes have with growth in holiness; it is 
an attempt to express the sacramental theology latent in the 
Church's liturgical changes. 
Change in the practice of sanctifying necessarily implies 
some change in or insight into the theory of sanctification. 
When the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy speaks of active 
engagement and enrichment as necessary to the celebration 
of the liturgy (No. 11), when it speaks of reforming the rites 
so that they more aptly express the grace they cause (Nos. 
72, 77), we are at t he point of insight into the new because 
we are at the point of change from the old. 
What is the new insight? The Constitution does not tell 
us. Then the theologian must try, for understanding will cer-
tainly aid us in adjusting to the new as it must guide those 
responsible for the changes to come. 
For the sake of emphasis, let us begin with this negative 
position: The traditional explanation of how the Mass and 
sacraments cause growth in grace is quite inadequate. As long 
as it remains in possession of our thinking, progress toward 
fuller participation and enrichment will be impeded and the 
vitality clearly evident in the Church will be partially para-
lyzed. The liturgical renewal will tend to subside into what 
can only be called the substitution of one formality for an-
other, English for Latin, song for silence, action for medita-
tive repose. If that is to be avoided, there must be a clean, 
conscious, and fully deliberate break with the traditional way 
of looking at the Mass and Sacraments as causes of grace. 
A strong statement; but let it be said. 
There is a book called The Church and the Sacraments. 
It appeared here in 1963. It has been reprinted three times. 
(Karl Rahner, The Church and the Sacraments, Herder and 
Father Gerken, Chairman of the Department of Theology at John Car-
roll, is a student of Karl Rahner and is extremely interested and involved 
in the res nova of the Church. This article, originally entitled "Litttrgical 
Reform and Sacramental Theology," and expressing some of Father 
Gerken's views in this area, has been accepted for publication as well by 
The H omilitic and Pastoral Review, and will appear in that magazine soon. 
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Herder, New York, 1964.) It says that the traditional explana-
tion is defective in its assumptions (C & S, 37). 
It takes more than an ordinary theologian to speak so 
to a Christian community used to a pattern of thought hun-
dreds of years old; it takes courage to say that before theo-
logians who with consummate skill continue to propose and 
cherish the traditional view. (Wm. A. Van Roo, S.J., DeSacra-
mentis in Genere, editio secunda, Rome, 1960, pp. 273-34 7: also 
orianum. 14 (1963), 465-500). Fortunately no ordinary theolo-
gian has said it; unfortunately his thousands of readers have 
not pressed for an application of his theory. 
Karl Rahner is the theologian. He needs no introduction 
to those vitally interested in the Church. Let us see what he 
says that is relevant to Vatican IT's "fuller participation and 
enrichment." 
The sacraments, he says, do not work according to our 
common idea of causality whereby an agent uses an instru-
ment upon an object and improves it. It is wrong to break up 
the sacramental process into: God-the agent; the minister 
and rite- His instruments; and grace - His product. The 
process does not work that way (C. & S, 34-37). 
An excellent illustration of this negative position can be 
seen in Rahner's remarks on the Eucharist. After noting 
along with Trent and 1 Cor. 10:17 that the first effect of the 
Eucharist is union and a deeper incorporation into the Mysti· 
cal Body of Christ, he goes on to say that an individualistic 
use of the sacrament is not to be tolerated because such use 
mutilates the faith (C & S, 82-83). 
It is not difficult to discover such a practice. Habitual 
distribution of communion outside of Mass seems to be the 
perfect example. One can admire the zeal of a pastor or 
school chaplain who makes the Eucharist available every 
fifteen minutes. A clever scheduling of Masses achieves this 
goal. Admirable zeal, but for all that still a practice that 
mutilates the faith. 
For if the Eucharist "works" first and foremost by in-
corporating the individual into the community, it follows that 
if the community is not there or if the individual's action 
simply ignores the community and has no more expressed 
association with it than merely the being in the same place 
at the same time with the other people, then one can hardly 
speak of deeper incorporation into this manifestation of the 
Mystical Body of Christ. For the Mystical Body of Christ is 
a visible and tangible reality, and as such is both a challenge 
and an aid to the communicant's Christian love. For if he 
skips this challenge and aid, he may receive Christ really pres-
ent in the host, but his participation in the Eucharist is slight-
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ly more than nil. The faith, viz., that the Eucharist is meant 
to unite him in Christian love with Christ's people, is being 
neglected, weakened in favor of the practice which implicitly 
and erroneously (therefore the mutilation) says the Eucharist 
is meant to unite him with Jesus independent of His people. 
We need union with Jesus, but we do not need the Eucharist 
for that. We need union with Christ and His people and that 
is why we need the Eucharist. Strong language! But let it 
be remembered t hat no lightweight theologian chose the words 
"mutilates the faith" when speaking of the individualistic use 
of the Eucharist. 
Positively speaking, how do sacraments cause grace ac-
cording to Rahner's theory? The sacraments cause grace by 
and insofar as they symbolize it (C & S, 39). He affirms 
causality of intrinsic symbol and denies instrumental causality. 
Let us expand on this a bit. First, it must be kept in mind 
that Rahner develops his theory from the normal, not from 
the abnormal. Secondly, he sees the sacraments as the natural 
acts of the Church and not as rites arbitrarily granted to her 
through a decree of Christ-as if He could have just as freely 
decreed that some other institution administer the saving 
rites. 
What we mean by normal becomes clear when we see 
Rahner saying that the Church "is not a mere institution for 
eternal welfare administering powers that God happened to 
entrust to her . . . it is rather the sign of present victorious 
grace" (C & S, 76) . Victorious grace is "subjective holiness" 
based on personal acceptance. Baptized infants are not "typi-
cal Christ ians," and this implies that infant baptism least of 
all typifies the sacramental action of the Church. In a word, 
the theology of salvation has to do with God dealing with man 
as man, i.e., as a free responsible being that proceeds toward 
his perfection through sensation, reflection, and choice. In-
fant baptism, absolving the imperfectly contrite, anointing the 
unconscious-all these may be frequent, they are not the nor-
mal manifestation of the salvation of man. Nor are they the 
most illustrative- as we are accustomed to think (Cf., Rahner, 
Theological Investigations n, 113, 117) ,-of the sacramental 
power of the Church. For one essential element is missing, 
man acting as man under grace (Phil. 2 :13) in accepting sal-
vation. The Church, the Holy People of God, is a visible be-
lieving and loving people of God because the Spirit of Christ 
is in her making her believe and love. Her normal actions are 
to recall the death of the Lord, to initiate new believers, to 
reconcile those who left and now want to return, etc. She is 
essentially a free human Yes to God in Christ. This is why 
the infant, the insane, the unconscious, the imperfectly con-
trite are not and cannot be typical manifestations of her life, 
for the free Yes is not visible. Men are saved through the 
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Church by being in, as men, the Christian community. 
This natural connection between the internal life of the 
Church and her sacramental activity can be illustrated thus. 
Christ, and subsequently the preaching Church, comes to 
man who has been made for Christ (Col. 1:17), addresses this 
man, and waits for his response. Whether man's response 
terminates in an action called initiation, or remembrance of 
the death of the Lord, or reconciliation, or hope in the face 
of death, that answer is always an essential part of the dia-
logue that is the visible sign of saving grace. Thus are the 
life of the Church and the expression of that life intimately 
joined; it should be evident, therefore, how important it is 
that expression fit the reality expressed. 
With that as introductory, let us proceed to a more de-
tailed explanation of sacramental causality by intrinsic sym-
bol. We begin with Rahner's position that the people of God 
is anterior to its constitution into Church. This is supported 
by Vatican II, namely: "In the begilming God made human 
nature one and decreed that all his children, scattered as they 
were, would finally be gathered together as one" (Constitu-
tion on the Church, No. 13, emphasis added). Next let us real-
ize that there has always been something supernatural about 
these children of God even prior to their baptism, namely, 
their having the grace of destiny to beatific vision. The grace 
is not proper to human nature as such, but it is proper to 
the human nature that came down from Adam; it is proper 
to that human nature that was made unto Christ; it is proper 
to that nature which can experience the supernatural frustra-
tion that is hell. There is, therefore, a difference between man 
as such and man as destined to vision. The first is natural 
man-who does not and never did exist. The second is the 
man in the state of grace of destiny. 
Christ came and met this man, spoke to him and waited 
for his allegiance. It was not simply the logic of Christ, nor 
the splendor of his power that moved man to say Yes. It was 
also the vital resilience that Christ-the-Answer provoked in 
Man-the-Question. Man felt Yes before he said it. He was 
urged by what he was - destined for Christ -to say Yes. 
When he said it to himself, he became a Christian. When he 
visibly followed Christ, he expressed, symbolized, in bodily 
form the assent which had been interior. The exterior expres-
sion, for example the Apostles leaving their nets and follow-
ing Christ, fostered and deepened that which had been only 
interior. The expression was growth in grace, in Christian 
maturity. Between the expression and the grace expressed 
there exists a type of reciprocal causality (C & S, 38, 40). 
One can find other symbols in life which cast light on 
Rahner's theory of causality by intrinsic symbol. The divisive 
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debate on the liturgy that occurs these days is a good ex-
ample. The debate not only manifests or symbolizes the latent 
division among Catholics, it causes that division to deepen. 
Again, the kiss is not a neutral sign indicating to others that 
people are in love. It contains the love and causes more love. 
Artistic expression causes an increase in artistic skill. To ap-
preciate the importance of expression or symbolization, we 
have only to ask what happens when the debate is not entered, 
the vision left unsketched, the kiss never given, the impulse 
to be with Christ never realized. Answer: Growt h for ill or 
good is arrested. 
Therefore t he expression must come. It is necessary for 
increase of life, and it causes the life to come to its own full-
ness. One cannot object that this is a Pelagian lifting of self 
by the boot s traps, for "all is grace, the possibility and the 
realization of the possibility, the capacity and the act, t he 
word of God and the answer of man" ( C & S, 17) . 
What is the fuller participation asked by Vatican II if 
it is not the response of men acting as men whe:1 confronted 
by Christ in His Church? When the Council speaks of revising 
the sacrament of Penance, it sets the norm of revision thus: 
"that the rite more clearly express the nature and effect of 
the sacrament" (On the Sacred Liturgy, No. 72). This generic 
norm appears again with the topic of marriage and its revi-
sion: "The marriage rite ... is to be revised and enriched in 
such a way that the grace of the sacrament is more clearly 
signified . . . " (Ibid., No. 77). The Church is searching for 
the apt expression of her life of grace. The no:o:ms for change 
equivalently say that the enrichment of the people, their 
growth in Christian maturity, is dependent not simply on the 
valid and licit performance of rite, but also on the connection 
between sign and the reality signified. Rahner would say: 
The more apt the expression, the greater the possibility there 
is for its increasing by reciprocal causality the grace sym-
bolized. He thus gives the theological reasoning behind the 
Church's search for the more apt expression of her life. 
Apt expression is essential to growth through the sacra-
ments in Christian life. There are, of course, many non-sac-
ramental ways-prayer for one-whereby one can. grow in 
Christian maturity. But if one is to grow through sacramental 
activity, then apt expression is essential and determinate of 
one's growth. The more what one does corresponds to the 
reality being expressed, the more that reality is realized in 
him. The symbol causes the maturing, or, as the axiom has it: 
Sacraments cause grace by signifying it. In no theory of sac-
ramental causality is that axiom better justified than in 
Rahner's (C & S, 36, 40) . That is why he does not hesitate 
to stand U1J to a way of thought six hundred years old and 
declare it defective. The sacraments are not inst ruments; they 
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are not done to people by the clergy, rather t hey are the 
proper actions of the hierarchical people of God in the situa-
tions of life decisive for the individual's salvation (C & S, 41). 
This Church, especially as she commemorates the death of 
the Lord, is the fir st sacrament or prime visible sign of 
Christ's victorious grace. Her actions, sacraments, are not 
to be thought of as powers in the hands of the clergy, but 
as her proper acts. She accepts new members, she reconciles 
lapsed members, she strengthens her dying members, etc. 
This can only be done visibly by her because she is visible. 
When it is done, it is necessarily a sign of grace, for it is a 
sign of her life. The proper acts of the visible people of God 
are sacraments. 
Since the expression enters into the causality of Chris-
tian maturity, the Church must, as she is doing, strive for 
more apt expression of the life she lives. She cannot say the 
expression makes no or little difference, for to say that is to 
mean that the sign of the maturity has no real relation to 
the maturity. One might just as well say that a kiss has no 
or little relation to human love, or that the manner of the 
kiss is irrelevant-the only important matter is that the lips 
meet. "Pour the water and say the baptismal formula prop-
erly . . . Hold the bread and say the words of consecration 
. . . whether you or anyone else experiences anything really 
does not matter. One must not get emotional about such 
things. If one man elides through a Mass in twenty minutes, 
well, devotion may suffer, but the essence, that which really 
counts, is always there ... One may be baptized on a Wed-
nesday afternoon in a dark and quiet baptistry or one may 
be received by a parish full of people glad to welcome him 
in their Easter Vigil service, glad to be with him at the com-
munion rail ... there is really no essential difference." Of 
course there is no difference in the fact of membership. But 
what about the effect in the heart of the new member and in 
those of the welcoming members? Is that effect to be classi-
fied simply as devotion? Or is it not more properly described 
as personal growth in Christian maturity through sacramental 
activity, through an apt expression of the reality, namely: 
This man is now initiated into the community of men who 
love each other and him with the love of Christ? Is he not 
made to experience the vitality whereby he and these fellow 
Christians live? His Yes to Christ was said some time ago in 
the secrecy of his heart. But in this moment it has come to 
its full significance both as a climax to his own development 
and a challenge to future growth. Similarly, the manner 
whereby we express the remembrance of the death of the 
Lord is not irrelevant to our taking on the mind that was in 
Christ Jesus. If what I do at Mass hardly reminds me of his 
death or of my need to love the people there with me, what 
effect can I expect that attendance to have on my life? 
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Much could be said about the urgent need to remove the 
barriers of Latin and routine gesture and expression from 
the Mass and sacraments. Instead let the significant facts be 
stressed. Possibly the greatest theologian in t he Church to-
day rejects as defective the customary explanation of how the 
sacraments cause grace. At the same time he proposes a 
theory that explains the fuller participation and the enrich· 
ment which Vatican II says must come from sacramental 
activity. 
The importance of this position becomes obvious now that 
the Church is in the process of achieving fuller part icipation 
and revising her sacramental expressions. Those in charge of 
this achievement and revision- whether they be the bishops 
and theologians on the liturgical committees, or the pastors 
and assistants, or educators, or the laymen who must exer-
cise public opinion and inform the administrators of the suc-
cess of their enactments-all will be guided in their proper 
function by a particular theory as to how the sacraments 
benefit the people of God. If they hold that participation is 
a condition and does not enter into the structure of the sac· 
rament, if they hold that the rite exhausts the essence of the 
sacrament, then it cannot be essentially important that the 
rite always be intelligible, always capable of itself engaging 
the "recipient." The minister, the instrument, produce the 
grace-and infallibly. Therefore, lack of attention on the part 
of either the minister or the recipient is not terribly important, 
for the great effect is always produced. So if we have a little 
Latin, if the action of the priest is routine, his words not so 
clear, his action not so intelligible, nothing is really lost . The 
Mass works, the sacraments work, the effect is produced. 
But if their theory of sacramental causality is that of 
Rahner, then the symbol, the expression, becomes all impor-
tant. Those in charge can exert some control over that-in the 
spirit of Phil. 2 :13--and thus direct this reciprocal cause of 
spiritual growth. The task for all concerned, then, will be to 
find the more apt expression of the particular reality in ques-
tion. This search for apt expression must terminate on two 
levels of Church life: the institutional level and the part icular 
level, i.e, this Mass or this sacrament. Once better prayers, 
hymns, liturgical action are set by decree or custom, we have 
not therefore arrived. These new forms must be filled wit h 
Christian vitality. When the priest holds up the small host to 
the gaze of his communicants, his "Behold the Lamb of God" 
ought to arrest the attention of all. It won't if he is simply 
fulfilling a rubric. His people can tell the difference between 
formality and live faith, and they will be inclined to respond 
accordingly. 
This quest for the apt expression seems to imply many 
things: preparation, freedom to experiment, openness of mind 
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and heart, co-operation, and the repeated questions "What 
are we trying to express and how can we best express it?" 
It implies patience with the attempts that are inadequate or 
which fail. It implies the courage to suggest better expres-
sions. It implies the long view, which sees the distant goal-
effective expression of Christian life-as an ideal to be ap-
proached, and not as something that a genius or a particu-
larly golden age of Christian history will achieve, institution-
alize, and perpetuate till the end of time. 
Root of All 
MICHAEL J. HAGERTY 
be 
jmt be 
just be you 
just be you being 
just be you being you 
just be you being you loving 
just be you being you loving 
me 
" • • • 
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From a 
The 
Roman Centurian 
Second World War 
RAY HOLAN 
• tn 
Towering war has marched the land. 
in straight-faced ranks, and cold brass bands. 
while banners wave on city hall. 
to seas of mud where rifles fall. 
War war. fumbling war. and who is here 
to keep the score. 
Wars wars. tangling wars. and who is home 
to mind the stores 
The bumt-out days, the broken nights. 
I've spent to find the price of rights. 
a whispered rain comes sifting down. 
to don my wife's lace wedding goum. 
War war. sl11mbling war. and who is here 
to keep the score. 
Wars wars. dangling wars. and who is home 
to mind the stores. 
Cowering war has plowed this land. 
in twisted furrows. (close at hand) 
past ragged flags on makeshift poles. 
with aching feet to hilltop goals. 
War war. bl11ndering war. and who is here 
to keep the score. 
Wars wars. jangling wars. and who is home 
to mind the stot·es. 
The enemy face I've never seen. 
the trees about are frightened green. 
I wonder if I'll see the ends. 
or they see me. it all depends. 
Peace peace, noisy peace. and will this war 
(if dead) decrease. 
Peace peace, a piece of peace. and who can 
know when it will cease . . . 
Evening the City and After . tn 
J. DAVID HVIZDOS 
It's past the hour of all the people 
all looking so open-the city, that is 
but one million secrets smile sadly, softly 
good ones and bad ones 
all tmassmning, you know. 
My Katey and I set out 
each to ourselves, at 011ce, 
alone but with each other. 
You've probably had it happen to you. 
I wonder what's 011 her mind 
but act I ike I don' I 
she feels the same way too, I bet; 
so I turn to other things-
no seme playing game.r . 
Poor Katey. Me too. 
One tries to be so profound 
at the.re times. man of the moment. 
"Divine Discontent" I think the poet called it 
but what good i.r that 
whe11 yo11 have an itch 
and are too self-conscious to scratch . 
Better luck next time, buddy. 
The city is dark 
as dark as I am 
K atey for that maffer too 
so I fill my Lungs with clean city air 
smile and walk on by 
hand in hand. Yott know, empathy. 
Katey for that matter too. 
117 hat the hell 
you only live once, I guess 
but that's another story. 
Maybe not. 
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Charles Laughton 
THOMAS O'CONNOR 
Charles Laughton, truly one of the most memorable 
actors of the American screen, had a solid background in act-
ing long before he ever heard of glamorous Hollywood. 
His burning desire to be an actor only made his miserable 
childhood more so. Overweight even as a boy, Charles was 
clumsy and self-conscious about his wish to become an actor. 
His parents, hard-working business people, were somewhat 
startled by their oldest son's artistic bent and tried to dis-
courage his ambitions by dismissing them as a passing fancy. 
However, Charles persisted; his short career as a hotel em-
ployee and his stay in the army were a painful period during 
which he stuck to his hope to act. His family tried to reason 
and even pleaded with him as they pointed out all the disad-
vantages of being an actor. Finally they relented, since Charles 
wouldn't, and he was sent to the London Royal Drama Acad-
emy with their intention that it "would t each him a lesson," 
rather than launch the career of one of the most brilliant 
talents of our time. 
He was certainly not impressive-looking in those early 
days. Still fat, he was always poorly dressed and did not ap-
pear to have any credentials for a stage career. He couldn't 
sing or dance, had a poor speaking voice and was far from 
handsome. Nevertheless, for the first time in his life, he was 
happy. Ecstatic at reaching his goal and full of optimism, he 
lost his self-consciousness. 
One of his first performances was that of Professor Hig-
gins in Shaw's Pygmalion. The playwright himself came one 
night and was displeased with Laughton's interpretation of 
the character. G. B. S. confronted him after the show and 
demanded an explanation. Laughton put forth a firm defense 
of his portrayal and impressed Shaw with his stubborness. 
He departed with the comment that nothing could prevent 
Laughton from getting to the top of the tree within a year. 
Charles always thought of himself as a tragedian, but 
was most often cast on the stage as a fop or as the villain. 
He could hardly object since his success increased with every 
role. He had gained some stature in the London theater by 
the time he met and married Elsa Lanchester, herself an es-
tablished actress. 
The Laughtons first came to the United States in 1931 
with a play entitled Payment Deferred. The New York critics 
outdid themselves with praise for Charles' performance. With-
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in his first week in America, he received many film offers 
from Hollywood. He was genuinely not interested at first, 
which forced the studios to make their offers even more at-
tractive; but, in the end, he sailed back without signing a 
contract. Paramount's final offer was waiting for him in Eng-
land when he arrived, and, since it seemed to be what he 
wanted, in just two days he and Elsa were back on the boat. 
The next stop was Hollywood. 
Southern California was a very strange place for a pair 
who had been used to the climate and people of the British 
Isles. Laughton was ready to begin working right away, but 
the studio did not have anything for him, so he was told to 
relax and get used to the techniques of an industry still strange 
to him. He was now receiving the highest salary he'd ever 
gotten, yet all he did was watch others operating in this, his 
new field. American movie·making was an entirely different 
experience. 
He broke in with a small picture starring Boris Karloff. 
The studio was very pleased and he was given his first major 
role in a picture with Tallulah Bankhead and Gary Cooper. 
Charles was a success--the movie was a flop . His next effort, 
a DeMille epic, The Sign of the Cross, was more successful; 
Laughton's portrayal of Nero was applauded both by the 
critics and the public. 
In one of the early pictures, Charles was chosen to play 
his first cinema villain. The story was based on H. G. Wells' 
horror tale, The Island of Dr. Moreau. Retitled for the film 
The Island of the Lost Souls, it starred Laughton as the sav-
age Dr. Moreau, a scientist who tried to turn animals into 
human beings. The British censors felt it ran contrary to the 
laws of nature and it was banned from Laughton's own coun-
try. This only added to the film's ultimate failure. It has, 
however, been revived for the late night television viewers. 
Perhaps Charles' shortest film sequence was in the pic-
ture If I Had a Million. In it he is a faceless white-collar 
worker laboring amid a sea of desks when he receives an 
anonymous gift of a million dollars. He slowly gets up and 
walks through a series of offices up to the ornate door of 
the president of the company, knocks politely, pokes his head 
in the door, sticks out his tongue, and gives his boss a hearty 
Bronx cheer. This wordless scene is an excellent example of 
Laughton's considerable talent for comedy. 
Laughton soon returned to England where he was about 
to score the greatest triumph of his film career. Great Britain 
could not even approach Hollywood with any sort of a movie 
industry, but Charles was impressed by the ideas of Alex-
ander Korda for a movie filmed in England about Henry VIII. 
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The Private Life of Henry VID, with Charles as Henry and 
his wife as Anne of Cleves, was produced for the astonishingly 
low price of £50,000. Laughton's performance, which included 
an eating scene more graphically executed t han that of the 
recent movie Tom Jones, won for him not only wide acclaim 
on the Continent and in America, but also an Oscar. 
Charles soon returned to Hollywood where one of his 
first pictures, Ruggles of Red Gap, put him into a situation 
similar to one he'd actually been in some years before. It 
concerned a British butler being transplanted in America 
after having been won in a bet. It was a light comedy which 
showed both British and American humor along with Laugh-
ton's interpretation of a proper gentleman's gentleman in t he 
wilds of the western United States. 
Mutiny on the Bounty had Laughton cast as one of the 
most notorious villains of all-Captain Bligh. This production 
of Nordoff and Hall's classic was an outstanding hit and only 
added more to the luster of Laughton's name. 
His facility with pantomime is indicated in The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame. He was so grotesquely made up in t his 
picture that he couldn't recognize himself when he saw t he 
premiere. He vowed that he'd never again take on such an 
unsympathetic role. 
During the war, when movie work became lighter and 
he couldn't find a place for himself in the war effort, Charles 
launched himself on a new career. He had always been an 
excellent reader; with his expressive voice and face, all he 
needed was a book and a platform to captivate any audience. 
He did many benefits during World War II and then embarked 
on a regular lecture circuit. He and, more importantly, his 
audiences, enjoyed his readings so much that his film appear-
ances declined from then on. 
Charles finally decided that it was time he became a per-
manent member of his adopted country. He applied for and 
received United States citizenship in 1950. 
Between lecture tours he starred in the film version of 
one of Agatha Christie's classic mystery stories. Elsa played 
the part of Charles' nurse in Witness for the Prosecution, a 
dramatic "whodunnit" in which even Laughton, as the bril-
liant trial lawyer, doesn't discover the solution till the very 
end. 
Just prior to his death in 1962, he appeared in Advise 
and Consent. Playing the part of a fading United States Sena-
tor was his last contribution to the American screen. 
During his lifetime Charles Laughton appeared in many 
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movies, some of which have not been covered here, but do 
deserve brief mention. Other notable performances were the 
title roles in Rembrandt and The Canterville Ghost, and as 
Javert in Les Miserables. Everyone has his favorite remem-
brance of Laughton from one movie or, perhaps, several; but 
there are really too many to include them all. His achievement 
was considerable for one who is so unlike the Hollywood image. 
He was a recognized talent in the theatre long before he was 
"discovered" for the movies. He stayed happily married to 
one woman all his life. He did not have a handsome face or 
a suave manner. Yet, he remained an actor who was much 
enjoyed and appreciated by audiences throughout the country. 
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]urgen 
EDWARD ANDROS 
A stiff wind burns the sky 
With leaves of flaming orange-red 
That drift along the street or lie 
Beneath a dismal, insistant rain 
That slants between the earthless ridges and is led 
In swirling torrents to the lake again. 
While beneath the rain and water of its own 
Amid its walks and fountain made of stone 
Humanity stands in effigy 
And strains to soar above the maple trees. 
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To Carl Sandburg, 
an Underrated Poet 
MARK YUNGBLUTH 
There are some who would deny you, 
Carl Sandburg, 
Your right place among the ranks of the 
Mind searchers and heart talkers 
From whose pens flow 
The feelings we may or may not know. 
There are some who have not seen with their hearts 
The flowing golden wheat prairies 
And the sooty smoke of steel cities 
And skyscrapers 
And the " boes" that line the 
T win ribbon tracks. 
Y our poems are like a slow freight 
Leaving the Chicago railyard in the misty morning golden dawn-
Through the suburbs heading west-
Catching glimpses of America waking up 
In sleepy valleys 
And sun-come-up plains. 
Y ou write in the very bowels of the people. 
The people, yes. 
The girls on the street corners under the lamp posts, 
The fish mongers on the wharves, 
The skyscrapers alive with mens souls 
And wash women whose pails 
Clatter through the empty halls 
Into the dark moming. 
I have explored your great rooms 
And ridden your flimmering flooms 
And seenjour cornhuskers calloused hands 
And hear your tin pan jazz fantasia bands 
And I love them all with a special love. 
There are some who say 
You are a white haired old man with a scarf 
Or a collector of ballads, a singer of songs 
Or a biographer who knew Lincoln wel! 
Or a hack writer with hardly talent at all. 
But you can see with deeper eyes 
A nation, a people 
Who may pay no praise or wages 
But in hidden various stages know it, Carl Sandburg 
You are a poet. 
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The Crying of Lot 49: 
A Review 
V. ACRI FRANCIA 
"Passerine spread his arms in a gesture that seemed to 
belong to the priesthood of some remote culture; perhaps a 
descending angel. The Auctioneer cleared his throat. Oedipa 
settled back, to await the crying of lot 49." 
At the edge of infinity two peoples await the verdict of 
eternity. They are W.A.S.T.E. and Tristero. Those lost in 
vast, unanswerable questions, searching through random ac-
tion, are members in W.A.S.T.E. In Tristero selected devotees 
participate in a system formulated by a humble figure but 
over-ordered by a corrupt hierarchy. Both peoples seek truth, 
relationship, and love. Who is right? This is Thomas Pyn· 
chon's view of man at the Last Judgment in The Crying of 
Lot 49. 
Superficially the story of Lot 49 is a search by the 
"heroine," Oedipa Maas, for the truth about two postal sys-
tems-one, a secret private firm, W.A.S.T.E.; the other, a 
state monopoly. However, to comprehend Pynchon's theme is 
to grasp a phenomenal system of imagery and allegory. Pre-
eminent in this comprehension of the theme is an understand-
ing of the major word symbolism. 
Oedipa Maas is the protagonist. Her name, Oedipa, rep· 
resents the W.A.S.T.E. attitude toward the Church. Both Mary 
(B.V.M.) and the Church are identical in that both are the 
mother of the people of God; Mary is the Mother of Christ, 
Christ made the Church His bride and in so doing followed 
Oedipa's path. The last name, Maas, is derived from the Dutch 
for "Mass," which to Trystero's view is the communication 
between God and man. 
Tristero is a Christ figure, He is the disinherited, His 
own receive Him not. He is a humble but good person whose 
reputation is exploited to gain followers. Trystero is the or-
ganization named for Tristero. It is an institutionalized body, 
governed by a hierarchy and their unbendable exclusive rule. 
Both spellings of Tristero (Trystero) are derived from the fol-
lowing words: Triste, Italian for "wretched" or "depraved"; 
Triste, French meaning "sad"; and Tryste, Old English mean-
ing "hunting lodge" or "secret rendezvous for lovers." (In 
the story this parallels the Echo Courts Motel.) 
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W.A.S.T.E. is probably derived from two Germanic words, 
one meaning "questioning" and the other meaning "an endless 
void." Thus, an organization dedicated to a dialogue of all 
unanswered questions. Its symbol is the muted trumpet of 
Gabriel"" its time is the present, for all time is the same, the 
sound of eternity cannot be heard. 
Lot 49 is the number on the Auctioneer's (Passerine) 
agenda. The number 49 is equal to seven times seven, or, 
in Hebraic symbolic numerals, eternity. 
All Pynchon's characters are intrically related as tempor-
al symbols of the history of man. Oedipa Maas, wife of Mucho 
Maas, is casting about for t he meaning of life, with which 
her husband cannot or will not supply her. She experiences 
temporary consolation with Metzger, her head-shrinker (psy-
choanalyst), who introduces her to the depth of her question 
after she loses a game of Strip Botticelli at the Echo Court 
Motel. She is now left open to the W.A.S.T.E. philosophy, 
whose answer to all questions is a question. 
Once Oedipa penetrates the secrecy of W.A.S.T.E. she 
finds companionship with Maxwell Demon, financial bene-
factor of W.A.S.T.E. and his cohort Nefastis, who finds news 
broadcasts about China conducive to sexual intercourse. 
Dissatisfied with a question serving as an answer Oedipa 
accepts a ride with Michael Fallopian, who conducts her to 
play producer Randy Driblet. Driblet is mysteriously killed 
for the faith that he finds in his play, The Courier's Tragedy. 
While trying to investigate Randy's deat h Oedipa meets Pro-
fessor Bortz, of Berkeley, whose exegisis of the ancient manu-
scripts (housed in the Vatican) by Wharfinger, as well as of 
The Courier's Tragedy, brings her into contact with the or-
ganization Trystero. 
Upon examination Oedipa and Bortz find that Trystero 
is an organization which was formed from the ancient Thurn 
and Taxis monopoly and whose central figure is Hernando 
Joaquin de Tristero y Calavera. Tristero was considered by 
some a mad man, by some a con artist, but by others, a saint. 
In the name of Tristero, the Disinherited, was formed an or-
ganization whose hierarchy was liveried in black to symbolize 
their exile. 
The members of Trystero rally together under a banner, 
"We await silent Tristero's Empire." This motto was derived 
from the prophecy of Taxis (silent) and Thurn (the Word.) 
Tristero's way was made ready by his cousin, Jan Hinckrt 
(the Washer) . 
The cult of Tristero was first promulgated by his bride, 
who was then succeeded by La Moral (the Moralist) . It was 
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under La Moral that the Trystero system began to encroach 
upon the God-given rights of its following. Corruption spread 
in the organization but the nobility of its purpose, communica-
tion, and its founder remained the same. Splinter groups with-
in Trystero began asking themselves if the organizational laws 
were made to embarrass them, to terrorize them, or aid their 
moral improvement. The Paranoids, one of those splinter 
groups, and dedicated to W.A.S.T.E., believed the second to 
be true. 
Oedipa, despite the conflict between Trystero a n d 
W.A.S.T.E., clung to the principle of the Trystero system, 
but was repulsed by the self-exclusiveness of the communica-
tions organization and the corruption of its officers. Thus, in 
the end, she found herself awaiting the Crying of Lot 49, 
her question still unanswered. 
"And the voices before and after the dead man that 
phoned at random, during the darkest, slowest hours, search-
ing ceaseless among the dial's ten million possibilities for that 
magical Other who would reveal himself out of the roar of 
relays, monotone litames of insult, filth, fantasy, love whose 
brute repitition must someday call into being the trigger for 
the unnamable act, the recognition, the Word." 
*Gabriel's muted horn, the symbol of W .A.S.T.E.: all time is present, no 
eternity (muted), no second coming. <J 
0 · 
A composite breakdown: 
-the stem of the horn breaks down into an inverted Greek omega 
n 
- the horn section breaks down into a (lopsided) Greek alpha A 
The significance of the alpha (beginning) and the omega (ending) 1s 
obvious. The symbol of the horn is the frustration of the concept of 
eternity of the second coming. 
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God--a.-Go--Go 
PAUL MYSLENSKI 
It is a well-known fact that Time Magazine has the in-
side track on information concerning God's health. A fact 
not so well-known, however, is that certain members of the 
Carroll Quarterly staff have the inside track on information 
concerning Time Magazine. We have learned that in the not-
too-distant future, after having run out of "key" figures in 
the Viet Nam war to put on the cover, Time will score but 
another news-chronicling first by carrying on its cover a full-
length color portrait of God the Father. He will be attired 
in a dark blue pinstripe suit, with paisley silk tie and gently 
offsetting silk square completing the outfit. He will be stand-
ing next to a burgundy Deusenberg chaufferred by a 6'8" 
Ethiopian who also happens to be one of the three living 
people with more than one black belt. Slashed diagonally 
across the upper-right hand corner of the cover will be the 
lead-in "God Makes a Comeback." 
Turning the pages to the weekly comic-relief section of 
the magazine, presently entitled "A Time Essay," one will 
find the following report : 
"In a concerted effort to update His image and re-estab-
lish Himself in modern circles, God the Father this week is-
sued numerous press notices and announcements heralding 
an unprecedented press conference to be held in New York's 
Americana Hotel. This, the first appearence of a generally 
recognized deity since Charles de Gaulle's last visit to the 
United States, drew quite a crowd of news people, consider-
ing the competition of a Mets game that same afternoon and 
the Beach Boys' landing at Kennedy International. He ap-
peared (literally) right on time and dressed not unlike as He 
appears on our cover, in conservative, yet contemporary busi-
ness clothes. The questioning by the press was varied and 
covered a wide range of topics. However, the most important 
information to come out of the meeting was contained in the 
Almighty's opening statement, as follows: 
"'In recent years I have noticed a frightening decline in 
my popularity and influence in the world. This seems to me 
to be due to the incompatibility of my centuries - old image 
with the action and movement in the world today. I knew I 
was losing touch a bit, but the cover story on Time that ap-
peared a while back questioning my existence really shook me. 
(Ed. note: notice the conspicuous updating of the One's vo-
cabulary.) I knew it was time for a change. It occurred to 
me that the main cause of My problem was My staying out 
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of touch for so long. The new outlook, with its accent on 
youth, vitality, individuality, and introspective self-develop-
ment, is a far cry from the dumb-dumb tribal ways that were 
in a while back. I knew I had to make my voice again domi-
nant over the din of human distractions. Realizing My only 
alternative, I consulted a well- known New York publicity 
agency. My subsequent discussions with them only helped 
further to enlighten Me as to the extent that I was out of it. 
First I argued that an appearance such as I am making to-
day might ruin the faith of so many people who still believed 
in something high and good and just to look up to and gain 
faith from. I was informed that various reliable indicators of 
the country's religious pulse (such as the decrease in sale of 
chapel veils and a marked increase in the sale of sport cars 
to priests) had already foretold the rapid decline of God's 
influence. Apparently we have reached the point at which 
there are enough mundane fulfillments for the common folk 
to make the need of a post-death fulfillment easily blotted; 
and also at which there is enough intellectual and irrelevent 
distraction for the intelligentia. (Ed. note: Time takes pride 
in being the first news magazine intelligent enough to note 
God's uselessness.) Not being one to quibble with experts, I 
readily agreed to their plan of attack. 
" 'In order to reacquaint Myself with the people, I will 
embark on a tour of one-night appearances in major cities 
across the country. A simple burning bush or a few plagues 
used to do the trick, but efficient fire- and disease-fighting 
methods would prevent those gimmicks from even getting off 
the ground today. Throughout the course of this tour My 
"new laws" will be established. I have also obtained permis-
sion from President Johnson to make a coast-to-coast half-
hour television appearance in the near future to enable Me 
to be sure that everyone is aware of My return. (Of course 
I had to agree not to run for public office. Render unto John-
son that which is etc.) My colleagues and I consider My "new 
laws" a magnificent accomplishment. Informed that set rules 
and regulations were unfeasible, I inquired as to just what 
was. I quickly learned that the modern conscience reacts un-
favorably to restrictions, and that subjective decision would 
be just the thing for what we now call "Christ-Ins." 
" 'I foolishly thought that subjective decision might lead 
to complete indulgence of inordinate passions. I soon found out 
that these are no longer passions but rather "basic drives" 
and "development cycles." Included in my other innovations 
will be the abolition of Mass (although "Swallow the Leader" 
may still be played daily) and the naming of the "In-Sin of 
the Month" which will go unpunished during its alloted time. 
Further details and facts concerning My return will emerge 
during the upcoming tour.' 
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"Time views this as the most magnificently attempted 
comeback since Napoleon at Waterloo. Such a statement was 
just the thing to give the Almighty a shot in His everlasting 
arm. Nevertheless, various aspects of His appearance bear 
investigation. 
"First, what about the conspicuous absence of the other 
two corners of the eternal triangle. Time suspects that the 
youthful member of the trio, J. C., is carefully guarding His 
hand until He is sure there won't be any bloodshed in it for 
Him this time. As for the Holy Spirit, it is rumored that He 
is entirely against the move, and is thinking of sticking with 
the old rules and retaining His followers under the name of, 
believe it or not, Christians. The reason for the split is re-
portedly H.S.'s complete disdain for popularizatio:1. (We hear 
that Pentecost was a full ten days after the Ascension be-
cause it took G.A. and J.C. that long to convince H.S. to go 
along with the "Tongues of Fire'' bit.) Another possible ex-
planation for the rift may be the Love Dove's dissatisfaction 
with the limited publicity and lousy image He received from 
the Bible. He is possibly holding out for a guarantee of bet-
ter treatment this time. At any rate, just such speculation 
followed the One's much-publicized return. Only time will tell 
if the corporate image will remain intact. 
"Another problem inherent in God's timely return will 
be the effect on theologians of the world's people getting it 
"straight from the horse's mouth." Up t o now they were kept 
busy speculating on the relevance of a Supreme Power to 
modern everyday life, and also trying to twist and re-interpret 
all the rules to make them as easy as possible for us. Now 
that the last barriers to "Do-It-Yourself" religion have been 
smashed by the once-bearded barrier-carrier Himself, many 
are predicting lean times for the once - popular group. The 
more adaptable of the clique, however, are making good. All 
in all it looks as if the transition from "men of God" to "men 
of the bod" is being handled with ease thanks to the impro-
visation and adaptibility which the priests have learned so 
well in the past few years. 
"God cut the press conference short because of an im-
pending luncheon date with Pearl Mesta, leaving many vital 
questions unanswered. The most relevant and disputed issue 
is that of birth control. Official verification of permission to 
practice it was of course not forthcoming in the text of G.A.'s 
statement, but reports of secret conferences between the John-
son's (who have two daughters), God (one Son), and the Nu-
gents ( ?) , coupled with a recent statement by the President 
that he likes small families, cause Time to believe that some 
sort of affirmatively definite statement will be forthcoming. 
"A third most perplexing situation is that caused in world 
politics by God's bod making the scene on the sod. It seems 
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world leaders are frantic in fear of a take-over by the new 
dynamic personality-on-the-scene. Time thinks that such a 
move is hardly feasible and quite unlikely. Even disregarding 
the difficulty He will encounter in establishing Himself with 
minority groups (Islam, Judaism, and atheism to name a few), 
the massive problems of reconciliation of idealogies to a uni-
formly acceptable form seem an overwhelming task for even 
such a highly-regarded, though inexperienced, performer on 
the international scene. (Barry Goldwater, smelling a poten-
tial coup of the voteless elephant, G.O.P., has already chal-
lenged the Fearless Leader to a series of TV debates.) We 
suspect the huge early advances made by the Deity will be 
well-guarded and fortified before any further moves are con-
templated. 
"Of course the impact on religion and worship by His 
earthly reinstatement has been immeasurable. Requests for 
miracles have been pouring in from staunch readers of the 
Bible, who know full well of His power. The indicative state-
ments by the One quoted above seem to portent easier times 
for His followers. Time is glad that someone up there finally 
realized the foolishness of trying to place restrictions on the 
youth of today. Even the University of California administra-
tion has seen it for years. You can't tie the kids down, and 
the last of the dissenters has finally been consumed by the 
tidal wave of youth. Now that all barriers and inhibitions to 
full subjective development are removed, Time is confident 
especially that our ever-resilient youth will respond favorably, 
with even more individualism and new ideas than before." 
• • • • • • 
The existence of a guiding Absolute and an unwavering 
standard has of course long been thought to be superfluous. 
Without them everyone can develop to his fullest, bumping 
heads in sanctioned aimlessness, satiating his "development 
drives" and "basic needs" without reserve. The "God is dead" 
preachers were sure that the fact of His extinction were true 
because of the lack of effect He had on daily life and on hu-
manity in general. Because the world's perspectives have so 
changed, because hedonism hase become the real god, and be-
cause mundane considerations are now of primary and sole 
importance, it has become imperative to some that God, His 
rules, and His true being as ultimate and defined good 
shift to fit our improperly-shifted outlook. Such an outrage-
ously exaggerated account as the one above may seem amus-
ing and unreal, but to a very great extent it is just such a 
move, just such a giving-in and a liberal re-evaluation of rules 
that will be the only way of convincing some thinkers of Di-
vine existence. It used to be "God made people, and knows 
what He made, so they go by His rules." Now it's, "God made 
the people, who think they know themselves better than He 
does, so they try to make Him go by their rules." Hardly. 
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September Sun 
JOHN COVOLO 
September casts the strangest shadows; 
September sun must be different 
from other sun. 
I know a house of white peeled paint-
a tumble-down sealed-up awfully still house-
whose 011e faded side butts up 
against a highway. 
A tall blasted elm 
with only a tuft of living leaves and branches at its top 
throws an odd shadow on that peeled still wall, 
so odd it makes me think 
September sun must be different. 
Cars, trucks 
whizz by that faded house 
with the deadly pale light on its side: 
it is a house, perhaps abandoned, 
standing beside an Ohio highway-
/ doubt it is noticed by others. 
To me, 
when I see that strange light on its side, 
and the blasted elm, 
it is a house inside which 
evil is enacted. 
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Collage sine LSD 
an experiment in literary form 
D. R. DAVID MEUSE 
Three men carrying candles roamed into the decadent 
suburb to deposit a diamond in the heart of darkness. On the 
eve of Armageddon, the brilliant stone glared into the eyes 
The cars drove by him. No one helped . . . no one waved 
of the man-made lake. 
A man picking the edible leaves of the dandelions ... 
a diamond in a cradle of logs. He clenched it and began his 
trip: 
A lonely crowd pushed and pulled in the subway . . . 
the arrival of the machine . .. a yellow submarine . .. a search 
for the tower of learning. 
The corridor was dark and silent, the lockers didn't make 
a sound save two books full of knowledge. The sum of three 
angles in a sphere is more than 180° . The future is found in 
the will to meaning . . . the past lost in the soul of an in-
dividual gnawing for food . 
. . . He left ... 
The cars drove by him. No one helped . . . no one waved 
-not even the sport cars . . . only the horns. Hell is not in 
other people . . . the past . . . a couple lay unabashed under 
the sunlit tress while four Arabian horses, Conquest, Pesti-
lence, War, Death, galloped by the virgin forest . Two card 
players were content. Light shone through the amber leaves 
and the sound of music . . . Tears . . . eyes . . . a massive 
statue-the thinker. 
The man cried and the people at the party gaped as the 
champagne poured down the gullets of mice . . . loyalty to 
a cause. Ah, but happiness is in other people. It is good to 
have friends. 
A notice came . . . a long wait in a human line the blood 
filled the tubes . . . the Red Guard, the Iron Cross, the new 
ethos. 
Sleep . . . an escape . . . the sun, the sun, the oppressive 
sun. The discipline was good but the troops marched and the 
cadence-a gentleman . . . a politician . . . a beast. 
Can a fox kill a lion ?-none here call it treason. 
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-a drink 
-a friend 
-a bed for two 
-a drunk 
-a foe 
-a loss of you 
He reached for the wine . . . the dandelion wine 
Oh! to remember the summer. No? No? He grasped the rope 
and pulled it tight and swung in the breeze. The Apocalyptic 
head leaned forward. The weathered hand opened . . . the 
diamond fell. The word was dead. The hounds of heaven cried 
out! 
Back to Fantasy 
DAVID McDERMOTT 
I'm sorry I haven't been here for quite a while 
But I met a pretty mte girl, you know 
How would I know she wasn't my style 
I had this feeling from the first hello. 
It was so nice when the rain finally ended 
I was giddy and happy for nearly a week 
As the poet would say, I was on knees bended 
Then, as usual, things turned grey and bleak. 
I won't bother you with why I changed my mind 
She turned out worse than most of them all 
Y ou knew it was only a matter of time 
Till finally returned to my girls on the wall. 
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Too Late 
V. ACRI FRANCIA 
He realized too late 
she had turned her season. 
The freshness and warmth 
were now replaced by 
crimson currents which saw 
retreating children that 
not so long past 
had freely frolicked 
in her maternal valley. 
Now, only white tears, none similar 
fell from gray tinted eyes 
covering the obvious graves of death 
While the plight had been sworn in apathy 
her mood had changed 
and the gift was refused. 
Carelessly he blinked 
failing to see the tiny drying crystals. 
And she gently whispered 
awakening her slumbering brood 
They, feeling her long-awaited caress, 
smelling her sweet breath, 
witnessing the multiplication 
of her silent labor. 
But he, jealously rebuked her. 
And ventured into the canyons of confusion. 
The Fine Art of 
Modem Architecture 
CHRISTOPHER SCHRAFF 
It is paradoxical that something which is inextricably 
connected with so much human activity should receive little 
consideration or attention. For we probably spend the major-
ity of our lives inside buildings of one sort or another, and 
yet for so many, their knowledge of architecture extends only 
so far as to allow them to classify a structure as "new" or 
"old"; or, if the design appears to be somewhat radical, a 
building may even be called "modern." But modern architec-
ture is more than "newness" or "uniqueness." For its leaders, 
concepts, and raw materials have combined to reshape human 
working and living areas in the Twentieth Century. 
The opening of the Nineteenth Century brought with it 
the onset of the industrial revolution. This new machine age 
demanded housing and shelter for its vast quantities of tools, 
engines, and mechanisms. It was also during this century that 
world population increased so rapidly. In addition, the in-
creased demand for a supply of labor in industrial centers led 
to the rapid growth of cities. The demand for factory build-
ings and housing units was immense. 
Unfortunately, architects of this period had no precedents 
t o guide them in the design of so many factories or housing 
units. What was a factory or an apartment in the industrial 
age to look like? There were no models. The machinery did 
not look too appealing to the eye. Perhaps if the factories 
were made to look like something else ... ? And so architects 
undertook to design buildings in a number of period styles. 
Factories and homes were transformed into Roman temples, 
Renaissance palaces, Gothic cathedrals, and a number of other 
equally disgusting appearances. And using the processes of 
increased production, ornamentation was mass produced to 
adorn the exteriors of these buildings. It looked cheap, and 
was cheap. Structures of this period staggered under the 
volume of gushy ornamentation illogically and unnecessarily 
applied. 
The functions of these new buildings were concealed; and 
if any new construction techniques had been employed, they 
too had been camouflaged. It was this tendency to conceal 
function rather than emphasize it which had to be corrected 
by Modern Architecture before a new architecture could 
emerge as a distinct movement with characteristics of its own. 
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Thus, the first concern of Modern Architecture was to 
return to simplicity, abandoning the grossly overdone orna-
mentation. In addition, period styles could no longer be resur-
rected as a facade for modern buildings. That initial return 
to pure, severe simplicity in design was in stark contrast to 
what had immediately preceded it. Today, these buildings, 
such as those designed by Adolph Loos, appear to be a bit 
crude. But in their day, they were a welcome relief from the 
ornamented Victorian structures. 
Soon the concepts of Cubism and Functionalism followed. 
Cubism stressed the desirability of basic geometric designs in 
the construction of buildings. Functionalism advocated the 
idea that the building to be constructed should be built with 
strict attention paid to design it according to its purpose 
rather than according to any preconceived style. Slowly there 
emerged an International Style, based on these notions, which 
was to transcend national boundaries and create a new type 
of structure for a new kind of century. Later each country 
would blend its own intrinsic elements and talents with the 
International Style in order to adopt it to its own particular 
region. 
At this point it is necessary to examine the contributions 
of the four leading architects of the modern period. For most 
of the story of Modern Architecture must still be told through 
the efforts of individuals rather than in terms of movements 
or trends. And it is these four men who have done so much 
to shape the appearance of the modern building. 
Today one man stands far above others in his influence 
on Twentieth Century architecture. He isLe Corbusier (whose 
real name is Charles Edouard Jeanneret-Gris) _ Although his 
name is connected with the concepts of Cubism and Func-
tionalism (it is Le Corbusier who once said, "A house is a 
machine for living."), his buildings nevertheless contain a 
certain flightiness and lyricism. They often seem to take on 
an unnatural shape and to float above the ground rather than 
rest solidly upon it. But he nevertheless manages to maintain 
a sense of unity and right form. 
It was Le Corbusier's contention that every stylistic 
reminiscence should be removed from the form of the modern 
building. Buildings should rather be reduced to simple geo-
metric shapes. In this way modern design could emphasize the 
functional qualities of buildings as instruments for habitation. 
Le Corbusier also directed his talents to the area of city de-
sign. He felt that to keep cities from indefinitely spreading 
out, buildings must be built high. Traffic laws must be di-
rected around rather than through living and working areas. 
Le Corbusier not only contributed many splendid exam-
ples of modern buildings, but contributed considerably to the 
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knowledge of Modern Architecture through his invaluable 
theories. 
For years, in America, one man stood alone in his advo-
cation of the new concepts of architecture. He was Frank 
Lloyd Wright, and his work reshaped American architecture 
from coast to coast. 
Like Le Corbusier, Wright also believed in basic geo-
metric shapes for buildings. He designed his houses in X, L, 
and T shapes with low slung, projecting roofs, windows ar-
ranged in continuous bands, massive chimneys, and large liv-
ing areas. But unlike Le Corbusier's buildings, which seem 
to float, Wright's structure's cling to t he ground. It was 
Wright who said, "No house should be on a hill . It should 
be of the hill." 
Besides building in basic geometric patterns, Wright be· 
came fascinated in his later career with plan-patterns based 
on 60°-30° angles, on circles, and even on spirals. Many feel 
that Wright's buildings contain a hint of the mysticism which 
penetrated his personal life. And it is difficult to see exactly 
along what lines his work was moving. He seemed to initiate 
a new style with every new building. But many of his later 
structures are realizations of ideas he had conceived years 
before. He was also extremely critical of his contemporaries' 
efforts, and once called the University of New Mexico "a 
good place for a trainload of dynamite," and at another time 
referred to Radio City as "the crime of crimes against hu· 
manity." But his influence was immeasurable. 
If Le Corbusier was the principal advocate and spokes-
man for functionalism, Walter Gropius was the principle prac-
titioner of it. For Gropius' buildings are distinguished by the 
bold employment of steel, concrete, and glass. He was one of 
the first to employ a completely glass wall on a building. His 
work is notable in its restraint and excellent proportion. 
Gropius was not only an architect but a sociologist who want-
ed to build on a rational interpretation of the needs of peo-
ple inhabiting his buildings. Consequently, he was concerned 
with obtaining the best living conditions in cities while pre-
serving their urban character. To do this he designed build-
ings where inhabitants could obtain a maximum of light, air, 
sun, and space, trees and lawns. He also believed in building 
high structures in the city. In addition, Gropius' work as a 
teacher has also contributed greatly to modern architecture, 
and his desire to work with a team of architects to design, 
reflects his belief in community living and intelligent integra-
tion with society. 
Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe is the fourth man to have 
had considerable affect upon Modern Architecture. His ex-
periments in applied geometry, as well as his desire for pre-
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cision, led him to design buildings noted by their severe sim-
plicity, purity of form, perfect proportion and dignity. He 
made extensive use of glass enclosed areas, exposed steel su-
perstructure, and rectangular brick panels. It was Mies Van 
Der Rohe who conceived of the glass skyscraper-the steel 
structure with walls of sheer glass. And it was Mies VanDer 
Rohe who first designed an American college campus as a 
single architectural unit-the illinois Institute of Technology. 
His accomplishments rank him as one of the foremost influ-
ences of the Twentieth Century. 
But these architects could not have accomplished their 
goal of reviving architecture without the new materials which 
the scientific age provided them to work with. In fact, science 
has produced new construction materials faster than they 
have been able to be used. The two most important develop-
ments have been structural steel and reinforced concrete. With 
these materials, architects were able to span great distances 
and support considerable weight. Hence, larger openings in 
the walls could now be made. In fact, walls could now be con-
structed entirely of glass, if desired. Weight-bearing walls 
disappeared as the weight of a building was concentrated at 
a few points. New insulation materials made absolutely flat 
roofs possible. Hence, buildings could now be designed in any 
shape, being no longer restricted by the older, sloping roofs. 
In addition, plywood, aluminum, rubber, asbestos, and a host 
of other new materials have helped to reshape contemporary 
structures. Refrigeration, air conditioning, and neon lighting 
have also contributed to the metamorphosis of the modern 
building. 
The era is not finished. Everything is not completed. 
Modern architecture continues to change even at this very 
moment. And there are still some who cling to the idea that 
the way to construct today's structures is to copy the styles 
of other periods. But their misdirected nostalgia leads them 
to create buildings unsuited to today's needs and demands. 
Modern architecture is an era itself, and it alone can provide 
the answer to our problems in constructing the perfect place 
of human habitation . 
. . . The John Carroll University Student Handbook proud-
ly proclaims, "The permanent buildings on the Carroll campus 
are of modernized Medieval Gothic design, frequently referred 
to as Collegiate Gothic . . . " 
... J. M. Richards in his book, An Introduction to Mod-
ern Architecture, states that, after the World's Fair of 1893, 
"A pompous Classic became America's national style, cou-
pled with that horrible invention, Collegiate Gothic, which was 
devised when her great educational establishments demanded 
a style distinct from that adopted by big business. America 
relapsed into the nineteenth century." 
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To Jacqueline 
MICHAEL J. HAGERTY 
The ardent, crushing, violent life 
Encounters not the timid, 
Not the planned. 
Only those few breathless lovers 
Who love 
Are able to fall from too much running 
And rise, 
Hurt from hurting, 
To smile. 
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The Worm 
R. KEITH LAWLER 
One of the most popular dance crazes nowadays is that 
fabulous new dance, the worm. The worm is the latest in the 
famous watusi line originated by that tremendous chore-
ographer and humanitarian, Arthur Danskool. (Arthur is also 
making a good deal of well-deserved money for his wonderful 
creative efforts.) 
The worm can be learned very easily; for fast learners 
one or two sessions is all that is needed. Before you begin, put 
the record "Do the Worm" on your record player, since this 
is the easiest song to worm to (by Arthur Danskool, Jr., Capi-
tol Records, $1.75). Like most of the latest dances, you do 
not need a partner for worming. You are now ready to do 
the worm. 
The worm begins by positioning the feet so that the right 
foot is three to six inches in front of the left foot. Some of 
the best worm dancers prefer a full ten inches, but it is better 
to use the shorter distance until you become more proficient. 
Keep your hands hanging loose anywhere from your knees 
to your ankles, but do not lean over (if this is too difficult, 
you many lean over slightly). Your knees should be bent about 
23° . (You may have to practice this a little. Hint: have some-
one check you with a protractor.) Now take a slide step for-
ward with your left foot and at the same time bring your 
head and shoulders up to their normal position. Then shoot 
your right foot backwards a couple inches while moving your 
hips and midsection to the left. At this point, "freeze" for a 
beat, and then quickly jerk your hips back to the right. As 
you jerk your hips, raise your arms and shake them. If you 
are playing "Do the Worm," you will find that t his last action 
of shaking your hands corresponds with the words, "baby, 
won't you worm with me." After shaking your hands for a 
couple beats, lower them and return your entire body to the 
starting position. Now repeat the entire procedure. That's all 
there is to it. 
You have probably noticed that the procedure for doing 
the worm is remarkably similar to the Boston version of the 
shuffle-foot watusi. That is what makes it so easy to learn; 
if you know the shuffle-foot, you can easily learn the worm 
by making only a few adjustments. 
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Orwell on Stage 
ROGER KASE 
Can we see man in an animal or animal in a man? Can 
the situations and conventions of man be found in the fable 
of an animal playing man? Is that really man we see or just 
another animal? Is man the animal or just the man ? The 
whole of life is said to be a tragedy without a stage. Are 
animal characters capable of tragedy or must they be solely 
the comic of D. Duck and M. Mouse prancing about in car-
toons or a dolphin saving all those who befriended him? 
George Orwell's Animal Farm presents such a problem. 
The animal figures are given human traits such as speech and 
thought and represent certain types of people found in society. 
Orwell relates these animals to various types of t he specific 
Russian era of the Bolshevik revolution. It is even possible 
to associate individual animals with particular persons in· 
volved. The pigs are the true Bolshevik leaders who instigate 
the revolution and provide the intellectual element capable 
of leadership. A large, muscular horse is the worker who blind-
ly follows and labors overtime for the good of the sta:e. A 
docile mule plods along seeing another regime among many 
that have risen and fallen, always recognizing the faul's aYJd 
failing to act for his ccnviction. A frivolous mare finds the 
life of no ribbons, much work, and no sugar unappealling and 
so flees to the manor next door to draw a fringed surrey. The 
lowly hens, geese, and ducks carry out t heir pea .... an~ '" a::- ks 
to the chant of "four legs good, two legs bad." 
The paradox then begins to unfold when we find a 
power struggle erupting between two of the pigs. One leaves, 
banished in shame when driven out by the other more militant 
one whose Cheka of ravaging dogs keeps his wishes intact. 
The remaining pigs then begin a process of reverting to t he 
easy life of their predecessor, the farmer Mr. Jones. They 
take up residence in his house (which they had once forbidden 
to all as a place to live) claiming its importance for t heir re-
sponsibilities of management. 
How does one convert this into a play for production in 
the theatre? Does he dress humans as animals and have them 
Ed. note: The l ittle Theatre Society of John Carroll will present Animal 
Farm beginning November 7, giving a total of eight performances in a 
manner similar to the one described in "Orwell on Stage." It is an ex-
cellent parody on the early communist days in Russia with many touches 
of satirical humour. 
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act their parts strictly from the book? This problem adds to 
another which has been dealt with many times before, that 
is, converting a novel into a play. It is necessary to visualize 
the stage with action and characters in a particular environ-
ment and time. Of prime importance in this instance would 
be the dialogue. Is it appropriate for each character? Is it 
authentic and believable? Does it express the intention of the 
author? In a novel of this sort, which is basically human in 
nature, there are many possibilities but the most popular and 
most feasible for modern audiences would be that of the uni-
versal. By the universal I mean to stage a play without 
scenery, thus keeping it from being localized, and put the 
actors in modern dress so as to enable the audience to asso· 
ciate better with the play's theme. Another element is to give 
the appearance of reading the play with the actors carrying 
their lines in a book lest it appear that they are actually try-
ing to be the animals they portray, but rather the humans 
portrayed in the animals. Such techniques, more than any 
others, are important to the portrayal of Orwell on stage. 
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Analogy 
DAVID McDERMOTT 
Put your ash in the ashtray 
The barmaid will quickly empty it 
Maybe even a breeze will blow it away 
Two thousand years ago 
When no cigarettes were to be had 
People put their ashes in the ashtray 
Their memories to the wind 


